CALL OF PARTICIPANTS
EUROPEAN SOLIDARITY CORPS (INDIVIDUAL VOLUNTEERING)

Ecological et gender engagement project
PRACTICAL
INFORMATION
Date
From the 15th to the 28th of MAY 2022
Including travel days

Participants
10 Young women
+ 1 leader
from 18 to 30 years old
We're looking for young women who take part in a gender
empowering and environmental project at Vir'Volt, an eco-village
of international volunteers in France.

Accomodation
- Two collective yourt.

In the morning you will work in the developement of the eco-village
Vir'Volt in the construction of furniture and flower boxes built by
recycled materials, you'll learn and you'll help to assemble a yurt,
an eco-friendly habitat of 8 metres in diameter.

- Separate bathroom and showers

The afternoons will be dedicated to activities and animations about
engagement and empowering concerning gender issues in society,
gender discimination and sexisme, advocacy for diversity and
gender representations to open up for an intercultural approach
througth out an exchange with a group of local French young
women.

Location

You'll be part of the life of the village managing tasks such as
cooking and cleaning, following a planning to create collectivly
guided by the permanent volunteers of Vir'Volt, step by step in the
first days.
You will experience life in a natural site hosted in a comfortable
eco-habitat, placed in the protected area of the Gatinais Park.
You'll have also the possibility to explore the surroundings
according to what interest you the most and to spend one day in
Paris.

- Outdoor kitchen.

La Ferté-Alais (91590) FRANCE
at 35 km from Paris

Financial conditions
- Travel costs will be covered
according to the Erasmus+ distance
calculator
- Food and accommodation will be fully
covered by project grants

VIR' VOLT
Vir' Volt is an association located right in the middle of nature, since
1995. Volunteers from all around the world come here to share an
intercultural experience, to work and live together learning how to
appreciate differences and to act toghether to protect environnement.

- Pocket money for participants

Contact
Person in charge of the project :
Lorenzo TORCELLO,
accueil@virvolt.org

